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retrieval of similar items from furniture database
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Abstract—The objective of this project is to extract furniture
items from an image which includes multiple furniture items,
and then find similar items from the database with the extracted
furniture items. The image could be downloaded from online
websites or taken using cameras. An android application is
developed to process images taken using the phone camera. The
processing process can be divided into three steps: first, certain
image segmentation techniques are applied to split out each
individual furniture item; then, an object recognition scheme
is applied to each segmented furniture item; finally a shape
descriptor is used to retrieve similar items to the segmented
furniture items from database of each classified category.

Keywords—Furniture extraction, object recognition, feature
matching, Andriod application

I. INTRODUCTION

IN daily life, people may find some decoration design
very attractive when they are reading a home decoration

magazine or visiting some well-designed indoor shops like
cafe, shopping mall or restaurants. Often they want to find
out similar furniture items and also get real-time informa-
tion about them such as where they can buy them online.
Therefore, certain techniques need to be applied to separate
each furniture item from the background image and retrieve
similar items in the database. In the Methodology section,
we described three different methods used in this project for
image segmentation as well as the limitation of each method.
After that, we introduced the method or workflow used for
objection recognition and subsequent image matching/retrieval.
Here contour based shape matching approach is applied to
find the similar furniture items in the database. We tested
segmentation, classification and contour matching success rate
using 12 different query images and the results are shown in
the Result section. Based on the performance metric, we could
see the proposed workflow worked reasonably well for the
test images. We compared our results with a baseline built by
using a simple way of feature matching based on SIFT/SURF
descriptors, whose expected matching result would be very
poor due to the fact that furniture items are usually single
colored and do not have too many texture or fine features.
We concluded that our proposed algorithm outperformed the
baseline significantly.
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II. METHODOLOGY

A. Image Segmentation

Three techniques are applied for image segmentation to
extract individual furniture items, that is, Harris keypoint de-
tection, contours of binarized image and watershed algorithm.
There is existing public available MexOpenCV library for
matlab [1]. We managed to compile these libraries to work
with our version of Matlab and image libraries of our laptop
using Xcode 5.1, so that we can take advantage of the functions
written in OpenCV.

1) Harris keypoint Detection: Usually, to operate feature
matching between different furniture items, we would like
to have as many feature points as possible. However, based
on the characteristics of furniture items as described in the
introduction section, we would only have limited harris
keypoints left in the image after we apply certain threshold.
The left keypoints are usually the boudaries of each furniture
item. We can take advantage of this property of furniture
items to segment the furniture items. Results after applying
certain threshold for Harris keypoint detection are shown in
Figure 1 and 2. It could be seen that the edges of the furniture
items have been successfully detected. Then we can apply
maximum connected regions to segment the furniture items.

Fig. 1: Left: The original Harris keypoint magnitude for one
test image; Right: The Harris keypoints left after applying
certain threshold

Fig. 2: Left: The original Harris keypoint magnitude for one
test image; Right: The Harris keypoints left after applying
certain threshold
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Example results of segmentation using Harris keypoint
detection are shown in Figure 3 & 4 . As we can notice, the
results are quite satisfying.

However, there are limitations to this method. First, the
threshold may not be working for every image. For each
image, the threshold may need to be adjusted for a specific
image. Second, if the furniture item or the background do
have patterns or fine features, it would cause ambiguity for
the segmentation result.

Fig. 3: The segmentation result for one test image

Fig. 4: The segmentation result for one test image

2) Contour based on Binarized Image: Because furniture
items usually have distinctive colors compared to the back-
ground, we could effectively differentiate the furniture items
from the background After changing the color images to gray
level images, we could apply Otsu’s method to turn the gray
scale image into binarized image. If the colors of the furniture
items are distinctive, they would usually stand out from the
background (Figure 5). Then we can use contours from the
binarized image to approximate the boundaries of the furniture
items (Figure 6).

Fig. 5: Binarized image for one test image

Figure 6 shows the contours based on the binarized image
shown above. It could be seen that the contours tracks the
boundaries pretty closely. The segmented results using the
contours are shown in Figure 7.

Fig. 6: Contours of the binarized image as in Figure 5.

Fig. 7: Segmented results of the test image using contours.

Since this method relies on the binarized image of original
image, so whether the furniture items could stand out during
the binarizing process becomes the key to the quality of the
segmentation results. In the example below, we showed a
poor segmentation result because of gray level changes in the
background.

Fig. 8: Example of poor contours because of the gradients in
the background

3) Watershed algorithm: Watershed transformation is intro-
duced in the 90s and used frequently in image segmentation.
The steps to take in the watershed algorithm are as following:
(1). Binarize the image.
(2). Remove small regions and noise.
(3). Dilate the image to get the sure background (the black
pixels).
(4). Distance transform for the foreground pixels in the bina-
rized image.
(5). Set a threshold to the distance to get the sure foreground.
(6). Label the regions of the image: sure foreground, sure
background and unknown region between the sure foreground
and sure background.
(7). Expand the sure foreground based on the gradient and put
a barrier whenever two foreground areas meet. And the barrier
would form the boundaries of the furniture items.

Figures below shows the result after each step. Figure 9
shows the result of the dilated image, the black pixels are set
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as sure background. Figure 10 shows the distance transform
result for the foreground pixels. Figure 11 shows defined three
regions (sure foreground, sure background and unknown) after
applying a threshold to the distance to the background for
the foreground pixels. Figure 12 shows the final result of
watershed algorithm.

Fig. 9: Sure backrground as black pixels after dilation
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Fig. 10: Distance transform of the foreground pixels in the
binarized image
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Fig. 11: Defined three regions: sure background, sure fore-
ground and unknown of the test image

Fig. 12: Final segemented result of the watershed algorithm

Since the watershed algorithm relies on the binarized image
as well, therefore this method shares the same limitation with
the contour method. Besides that, the watershed works best for
objects that are of similar size. After we apply the distance
threshold, for example, 60 % of the maximum distance, all
the objects would be kept. However, if the objects are of
distinctively different sizes, especially when the size of one
furniture item is much greater than the other furniture item, as
illustrated in the example, watershed algorithm would likely
to keep only the largest item.

Since each of three algorithms have its limitations, we
combined all the three algorithms and saved all the segmenta-
tion results from each segmentation method if the segmented
image met the preset conditions (such as the threshold of the
segmented area). Therefore, there could be replicates of the
segmented images.

B. Object Recognition

The basic objection recognition algorithm described in Cal-
tech 101 benchmark is used to train the SVM classifier for our
project [2]. The specific steps to take are:
1). Extract PHOW features (dense multi-scale SIFT descrip-
tors)
2). Conduct Elkan k-means clustering for fast visual word
dictionary construction
3). Build spatial histograms as image descriptors
4). Build a homogeneous kernel map to transform a Chi2
support vector machine
5). Build the SVM classifiers

We collected 4 categories of furniture database images,
which are table, sofa, lamp and chair. For each category, we
have 44 images. We randomly picked 15 images from each
category to train the SVM classifier, and then randomly choose
another set of 15 test images to test the accuracy of the trained
SVM classifier. The confusion matrix using the trained SVM
classifier is show in Figure 13. We achieved 90 % accuracy
which is quite impressive considering we are using only one
feature descriptor (PHOW feature).
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Fig. 13: Confusion matrix for the test images using the trained
SVM model from the training images

C. Contour-based Shape Feature Matching

As it is described previously, furniture does not have
many keypoint features. If we still adapt the method of
feature keypoints matching, most of the furniture items
cannot be detected and recognized. However, the shapes of
furniture items differ a lot and have their own specialty. This
encourages us to use the method of contour based shape
matching. One of the main approaches is to compute a shape
descriptor for each selected feature point and a matching can
then be extracted from these descriptors. However, it always
treats the shape descriptors independently and do not consider
proximity information measured between feature points on
the same shape.

In this part, we first use function cv.findContours in
OpenCV to find the contour of the furniture items after
image segmentation. Then we adapt the first Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO) algorithm developed by Oliver van
Kaick to do the contour based shape matching. His algorithm
has an advantage over the traditional approaches based
purely on shape descriptors since it formulates contour
correspondence as a Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP),
incorporating proximity information[3]. The pipeline of this
process is shown in figure 14 (here we use sofa as an example).

Given two point sets of shape contour to be matched, we
can find the shape correspondence relationship by finding
a meaningful mapping from one point set to the other,
which minimizes the cost function. Cost function here is
to seek a correspondence that minimized the sum of the
distance between descriptors on one set and the descriptors
of the corresponding points on the other set. In addition, this
approach also takes distances between point pairs on the same
shape into consideration. By keeping neighborhood relation
between points this way, we can provide better handling of
shapes with missing parts or a lack of salient features and
obtain better matching results.

Based on furniture classification results previously, we ad-
just the corresponding cost of library furniture images with
the same classification label as the query image by minus
0.1(empirical value). In this way, the query image has larger
probability to be matched with a library furniture image of the

same classified type, e.g., if an image after segmentation is
classified as a sofa, the weight of cost will minus 0.1 in the
sofa class while making no change in the weight of cost of
other furniture classes (like chair, table and lamp) when the
query image is matched to all the images in the database. The
smallest cost of the images in database will be regarded as
the matching image corresponding to the query image after
segmentation. After trying different values of modification to
the cost weight, we found add modification value of -0.1 to the
cost can let us get the matching with smaller error. In addition,
by combining cost of ACO algorithm and classification result,
we can increase our matching accuracy and obtain better
matching results.

Fig. 14: The pipeline of contour based shape finding and
matching. (Red arrow here corresponds to the best matching
cost).

D. Android platform development
Implementing the image processing algorithms on Android

device enables users to get the real-time information about
the furniture items in the designed home decoration they are
interested in. Based on the information from the Android
device, users can find similar furniture items in the database
for their own home decoration. A client-server communication
pipeline is shown in Figure 15 . A video demonstration is
available in the supplementary information.

1) Platform: Android Device: Samsung Galaxy Nexus
Server: Macbook Air (MAMP+PHP)
Backend: Matlab

2) Image Acquisition: On the client side, the handy Android
mobile application allows users to take an image snapshot
of a designed home decoration that they are interested in
by pressing Volume Down button since there is no Camera
button in Galaxy Nexus.

3) Client-Server Communication: The query image taken
by the phone camera would be uploaded to our server
automatically. On the server side, there is a php file detecting
whether the query image is uploaded or not. When the query
image is detected, the backend Matlab code running the
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algorithms described previously will process the query image
and generate a result image that combines all the matched
library furniture images. The result image is put into the output
folder and a ready signal will be set. The php file detects the
signal and sends the image back to the android app through
an HTTP connection. The result image is automatically
separated to get back the matched furniture items, which
are displayed to the user through a ViewPager component later.

4) User Interface: All images of furniture items in database,
which are similar to those in the query image, will be displayed
on the screen of Android device. Users can swipe the screen
to view each similar furniture item and choose those they are
interested in. Users can also touch the screen to see the website
address of those furniture items, where they can get more
information or make purchases.

Fig. 15: A client-server communication pipeline

III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

We analyze the performance of each segmentation algo-
rithm, object recognition and item matching. We used 12 test
images, for each test image, we identify the number of furni-
ture items in each category (Table1) by human inspection. We
will record the number of correctly segmented and classified
images to calculate the success rate. Below we showed the test
images and the recorded number of furniture items by human
inspection.

TABLE I: Number of furniture item for each category in the
test images

Image Number Table sofa lamp chair painting vases shelf

1 0 1 2 0 0 0 0

2 0 1 1 0 3 0 0

3 0 1 1 0 3 1 0

4 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

5 0 2 1 2 0 0 0

6 0 1 3 0 1 0 0

7 1 1 2 1 0 0 0

8 0 1 2 0 0 1 0

9 1 0 2 2 1 0 1

10 1 1 1 0 0 0 2

11 1 1 0 0 1 1 0

12 0 2 1 0 3 0 0

TABLE II: Success rate for Harris keypoint detection

Table sofa lamp chair painting vases shelf overall

0.6 0.69 0.47 0.5 0.33 0.667 0.33 0.51

TABLE III: Success rate for contour segmented results

Table sofa lamp chair painting vases shelf overall

0.6 0.77 0.23 0.33 0.75 0 0.66 0.50

TABLE IV: Success rate for watershed algorithm

Table sofa lamp chair painting vases shelf overall

0.4 0.23 0.06 0.33 0.167 0 0.33 0.186

Fig. 16: Assembly of all test images

A. Performance of Image Segmentation

The success rate for each segmentation result is shown in
Table II, III and IV.

Based on the performance result, Harris keypoint detection
seems to be the most successful segmentation tool for
furniture since it has 0.51 overall successful extraction rate.
It is especially effective in extracting small objects such as
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TABLE V: Success rate for classification using the trained
SVM model

Table sofa lamp chair

0 0.5 0.846 0.5714

vases and lamps compared to other methods.

The success rate for Contour-based method is very close to
that of Harris keypoint detection. It is especially effective in
detecting paintings, shelf and sofa, since boundaries of these
items usually have significant gray value contrast with the
background or whose edges are rather straight like paintings.

Watershed is the least effective method in segmentation. It
is only effective in segmenting the big furniture items in the
image such as sofa or table. This is expected because if the area
is large, the distance to the neighboring background pixels in
the center are large. Thus it is more likely to be kept as the sure
foreground when applying thresholds to the distance transform
results.

B. Performance of Object Recognition

For the segmented images, we applied the trained SVM
classifier to classify the category of eacg image. The Object
Recognition result is shown in Table V. We get pretty high
success rate for lamp and sofas. However, we didn’t success-
fully classify one single chair. We think the reason is that, in
the test images, the tables are often put on a carpet. Or there
are usually extra items on the table which would distort the
shape of the tables.

C. Performance of Feature Matching

Using the contour based shape matching algorithms dis-
cussed in the methodology section , we tested the 12 query
images shown in the previous section and got the matching
results as follows.

Fig. 17: Results of shape feature matching

Based on the result, shape-based descriptor we used seems
to be an adequate option to find similar furniture items. Here
we use the total number of correct matching furniture objects
divided by the total number of objects in the original query
image to calculate the matching success ratio and get matching
success ratio of 62.8 %.

We only have furniture items of sofa, table, chair and lamp
in the library furniture database while there are more furniture
items in the original query image such like vases and paintings,
which will also be segmented from the query image. Since
shapes of these furniture items are sometimes similar with
those of furniture in library database, the matching results
sometimes will contain furniture items that not actually exist
in the query image, which are not detected and recognized
accurately. Thus, we also calculate the confidence level of the
matching results we get for each query image. By using the
total number of correct matching furniture objects divided by
the total number of objects in the matching results, we obtain
the percentage of confidence level as 75 %.

D. Performance comparison with baseline results
We compare the retrieval results using our method with

direct SIFT matching. First, we try to extract SIFT features
from the query image and then match the query images SIFT
features to every database images SIFT features using nearest-
neighbor search with a distance ratio test. From the feature
correspondences that pass the distance ratio test, find the inliers
using RANSAC with a homography as the geometric mapping.
We did test on 12 query images and all the tests are failed.
Some of the empirical results are shown in Figure 18. From the
results, we can find that it is hard to detect and recognize the
furniture items using SIFT feature method since they have few
features themselves. Although the matching result is correct
for some test images, the correspondence of the keypoints
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matching between query image and database image is wrong.
Therefore, directly using SIFT descriptor matching will return
poor matching results and would not serve the purpose of our
project.

Fig. 18: Examples using direct SIFT descriptor matching

IV. FUTURE WORK

At current status, we only used computationally efficient
and simple classification and feature matching algorithm.
For future work, more advanced classification and feature
matching algorithm could be tried to improve the matching
results [4].

In this project, the segmentation process is done
automatically. However, the segmented part may not be
of interest of the user. For future work, we could add another
function where user can tap on the area to their interest, and we
can do local extraction based on the input provided by the user.

When we return the matched images, we only provide
additional website information associated with the images.
In the future work, we could return the link which user can
directly tap on to go to the website.

In addition, we could further extend this idea to robot vision
so the robots can detect different items in a room.

APPENDIX A
WORK BREAKDOWN

A. Major Project Code Sections:

1. Image Segmentation: Guang
2. Object Recognition: Guang
3. Furniture Matching: Chunliang
4. Andriod application: Chunliang

B. Misc. Sections:

1. Poster: Chunliang / Guang
2. Furniture Database: Guang
3. Test Query Image: Chunliang / Guang
4. MexOpenCV: Guang
5. Client/Server/Android: Chunliang
6. Performance Analysis: Guang / Chunliang
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